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TMB at Lightfair 2019 
 
At Lightfair 2019, TMB will show a wide and varied selection of products derived in large part from the 
company’s extensive experience supplying innovative products to the entertainment and production 
staging markets.  From specification-grade decorative and specialty lighting, to temporary power 
hookups, to networking and control, to high quality data cables, to the world’s brightest exterior lighting 
fixtures, there’s plenty to see at TMB’s booth 4016! 
 
New to the Firefly Festoon range of professional-grade LED festoon lamps are “Classic” S14, glass, 120V 
versions.  Featuring Firefly Festoon’s rich, bold colors, clean whites and proven long-term reliability, the 
new S14 range is the ideal drop-in marquee replacement.  The classic Firefly G45 versions, available in 
24V and 120V, are outdoor rated, shatterproof, and safe.  Firefly Festoon lamps are well known for their 
bright consistent colors and whites, plus a selection of golden warm white “Filament” versions.  In 
addition to the beautiful “look” of these lamps, their long-term reliability guarantees very significant 
savings in replacement costs for both festoon and marquee applications.  Firefly Festoon – “The Better 
Festoon” 
 
The new Mozart UV is the latest in the range of Solaris Mozart “Perfect Pixels.”  The very compact and 
lightweight Mozart UV is IP65-rated and delivers up to 40 Watts of LED UV power, outputting 100% pure 
UV light with ZERO visible light.  In addition to the compact size, a remote PSU and easy to connect 
wiring scheme make these the UV fixtures that will go almost anywhere! 
 
The popular FloppyFlex range of world-class, professional-grade, flexible “LED Neon” continues to grow.  
Super-bright, reliable, easy-to-use, long-lasting, durable and low-voltage SAFE, FloppyFlex can be used 
indoors, outdoors, and even underwater. FloppyFlex is available in four sizes with various bend options, 
in an extensive pallet of single-colors and whites, plus DMX-controlled RGB, RGBW, and multi-pixel 
Digital RGB and RGBW versions.  A wide range of accessories accommodate almost any installation.  
FloppyFlex Premium Silicone is a new addition to the range, featuring even greater flexibility and long-
term reliability.  FloppyFlex is the answer, for a wide range of decoration and illumination challenges! 
 
Rounding out the comprehensive ProPlex range of control and drive devices for permanent installations 
are three new ProPlex DIN Rail devices:  The 0-10V DMX Converter, bidirectional Analog/DMX control 
interface with RDM; the GBS 5-port Ethernet Switch with PoE; and the 6-Track DMX Record/Playback 
and Backup device.  These new products complement the wide range of DIN Rail Drives and Devices, 
which includes the IQ Bidirectional Node; Opto-Splitter 1x4 with and without RDM; a wide range of 
FloppyDrives for LED neon and tape control; and the ProPlex IMS Universe Drive for IMS lamps. 
 
Also new to the TMB Architectural product range are ProPower Company Switches, a complete range of 
high-quality temporary power connection units.  Boasting the highest quality components and 
construction, the ProPower Company Switch is built to match proven ProPower performance. 
 
Architectural products familiar to Lightfair visitors will of course also be on display.   
 
The famous Solaris Flare IP HD (High Density) and HR (High Reach) outdoor RGBW LED wash fixtures will 
be at the booth for hands-on demos.  Flare IP is the world’s brightest range of outdoor, high-output LED 



fixtures.  Used extensively worldwide – from Frankfurt to Chicago, Orlando to New York’s Times Square 
– Flare IP Fixtures provide the most impressive structure lighting seen anywhere.  Based on LED 
technology proven in the award-winning Solaris Flare Rock and Roll fixtures, Flare IP High Reach and 
High Density are the “Highest” and the “Brightest” respectively, both featuring smooth, even fields of 
rich, vibrant colors and whites.  Single- and Dual-head versions are available with many beam-width 
options. 
 
The FloppyTape LED Tape range provides a complete selection of the finest, high-quality, professional-
grade LED tapes.  Not your father’s LED tape, these bright, color-correct, and consistent LED tapes 
feature very high CRI and brilliant colors.  Available in Premium and Standard versions, with a 
comprehensive range of standard and custom profile and diffusion accessories, as well as fully 
submersible IP68 versions.  All backed by TMB Service and Support. 
 
The IMS range of long-life, individually controlled marquee/festoon lighting systems allow changes of 
mood with the push of a button!  IMS (Intelligent Marquee Systems) features three distinct, DMX-
controlled lamp types:  RGBW color-changing, Dynamic White, and V12 “Filament.”  Theme parks, 
shopping malls, food courts, theatres, and shows of all kinds can all benefit from the “artist’s” treatment 
fitting to the occasion.  RGBW:  from soothing warm white to smoothly changing pastels, to kinetic 
shows of dazzling, bright colors.  Dynamic White:  precisely controlled color temperature and dimming 
to suit the mood.  “Filament”:  a surprisingly effective LED simulation of a warm tungsten source, each 
lamp completely under your control.  Shatterproof, outdoor-rated, and safe for public areas, there is no 
limit to what a creative designer can do with IMS – LED technology with the “real,” “retro” light bulb 
look! 
 
Rounding out the Firefly range of decorative lighting systems are Firefly Fairy Lights, unique, heavy-duty, 
long-life LED strings and icicles.  Now ETL Listed, these golden warm and cool white LEDs can be installed 
indoors and outdoors and are available in various string lengths and spacings.  Proven in installations 
worldwide, these are not your conventional LED strings and icicles; they are rugged, reliable and last for 
many years.  Firefly Fairy Lights – Fairy Lights that last!   
 
Finally, ProAqua underwater cables are custom cables uniquely configured for specific submersible 
application.  The world's top water shows rely on ProAqua Submersible Cables for long-term 
performance and reliability.  Over time, even benign water treatment chemicals have been found to 
negatively react with submerged cabling.  ProAqua cables are custom made for each project’s water 
chemistry and are backed by a 10-year warranty.  All types of cables are offered:  data, video, fibre, 
power and composite.  ProAqua cables have been proven in high-profile installations around the world, 
including The Bellagio; Disney World of Color; SeaWorld; DisneySea Japan; Le Rêve; Universal Studios; 
The Wynn Lake of Dreams: House of Dancing Water Macau; and more! 
 
Stop by and see us and get hands-on with the above products, technology and more.  Find out more 
about these and other exciting new products at www.tmb.com. 
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